Student Highlight: Mariah Pahona-Charlie

Mariah Pahona-Charlie is from the Village of Tewa and is Qae’wungwa (Corn clan). She is a senior at Arizona State University (ASU), her Interdisciplinary program allows her to study American Indian Studies and Psychology while minoring in Organizational Leadership. Mariah grew up in Mesa Arizona, attended Westwood High School and Mesa Community College (MCC) before arriving to ASU. She established the program Westwood Native Warrior’s mentorship program for American Indian students to learn about managing time, and money. This program has helped students to apply for jobs, build resumes and deal with issues of cultural identity and historical trauma.

What made you choose ASU and your current degree?
At MCC, I would see posts on social media from native ASU students, some of which were my friends from MCC. The pictures and posts that they shared showed the native community that was at ASU, and the strong support system they have. I wanted to be a part of that community I wanted to be a Native Sun Devil. When I started college, I first pursued nursing. I had been through a lot in my life and wanted to help people. There is a great need for Native people in medicine. My first year at MCC, I began working for the American Indian Institute and that is where I found my passion. I realized that I wanted to help students navigate college by serving as a guide. I changed majors 5 or 6 times. My first semester at ASU, I enrolled into a Public Policy program. After taking a few classes, I realized that it was not for me. I spoke to my advisor and they discovered I had taken a lot of AIS and Psychology classes. They convinced me to do Interdisciplinary Studies program that would allow me to do both AIS and Psychology. I was afraid at first that I would be in college longer, but it turned out to be one of the best decisions that I have made.

Where do you see yourself in the future?
I feel that my professional, educational and personal future are intertwined. I would like to pursue graduate school, possibly education or organizational leadership. I have been looking at ASU, Northern Arizona University and the University of Hawaii. My goal is to create programs for students who need assistance, for I see their success as a huge pay off. At some point, I would like to move to the reservation, as I see a lot of positive things happening with organizations out on Hopi and I would like to be a part of that. My fiancé grew up on the reservation, and with our cultural obligations, it is pulling us home to Hopi. I would like to raise my future children on the reservation. I did not have the opportunity be raised on the reservation due to my parents having better work opportunities off the reservation.

How has scholarships aided your educational journey?
Scholarships are my life saver. I do not know how far I could have made it without scholarships. I am a first-generation student and the youngest in my family, I did not have someone who could show me how to finance college. My only options to finance school is scholarships, grants and sometimes student loans. My family did not have the financial means to save for my college education. Having financial aid was a relief but also stressful. I had to monitor my GPA to ensure that I did not fall below requirements. I did not want my grades to hinder my financial aid. I had to make sure that I did not drop any classes. I had to work full-time to support my living expenses and that became difficult as city living is expensive especially on minimum wage. Despite the difficulties of working hard to pay for school, I am grateful for how it has molded me. I feel like it has made me the type of student I’ve always wanted to be.

What message would you like to deliver to our HEEF donors?
I know that this educational system was not meant for me or my Native peers, but this is where we want to be. We are dismantling stereotypes about Native people while achieving in these institutions. Donors have helped to give students a seat in education. It means a lot to me and other students who don’t have financial resources. Through will and power, Native people are now at the table to be able to serve their own people. For the longest time, we have not been able to help our own people, but now that is changing. HEEF and its partnerships with donors, is allowing me to be in college. It is comforting to know that people, organizations, and businesses want to give students an opportunity. I want to do the same and give back to students to help them in the way that I have been helped. Donating to the HEEF means a lot and shows that you care about providing opportunities.
In November 2000 the Hopi Tribal Council created the Hopi Education Endowment Fund (HEEF). Since then the HEEF has been governed by a Board of dedicated, and highly qualified Hopi and non-Hopi individuals. An important responsibility of the HEEF Board is to provide guidance and to make decisions that not only affect the present day students but also for those students well into the future.

As we enter our 20th year in November, and after thoughtful discussion and numerous work sessions the HEEF Board is pleased to share their new Mission statement . . . “The Hopi Education Endowment Fund grows and protects financial resources to provide every Hopi the opportunity to pursue their educational Dreams to assure the future of our sinom (people).”

The other important guiding HEEF statement, the Vision reflects what the organization aspires to strive for. Recognizing that education is the key to self-sufficiency, the HEEF members envisioned that “Investment in education allows every Hopi the opportunity to live the Hopi way of life, in the way they choose, in strong, self-sufficient, culturally rich communities.”

The updated Mission and Vision statements are major statements and are what we turn to as we work to manage and grow the fund. Donors appreciate the fact that we are pro-actively working to ensure that the fund remains healthy so that we can ensure that the future of the Hopi is bright. Our Executive Summary provides more details such as the three main goals for 2020-2022 as well as the values that the organization feels are important to the HEEF.

The values are designed to reflect how the HEEF will operate as we conduct business on behalf of the Hopi people. Goalbusters, LLC a non profit consulting organization out of Flagstaff, AZ helped to facilitate the process and final outcome.

As Executive Director, I’ve always been told that the mission and vision will guide me in the most challenging times and that it’s important to keep an eye on the future. For 18 years I have done so and am thankful for all of the work that has gone into the creation of these statements.

View Executive Summary on our website. Located under our “About Us & Our Story” section of our web page.

Message from the HEEF President

We are excited about the year 2020 for HEEF!! It has great significance; this year HEEF will celebrate its’ “Golden Birthday” on November 21, 2020. What is a “Golden Birthday”? The ‘Golden Birthday’ is the day where a person/organization turns the same age as the date to which they were born/established (created) (Example, turning Twelve on the 12th of October). More details about the birthday event will be forthcoming.

We are also excited to promote our new Mission Statement of HEEF. The collaboration of staff, board members and the consultants also resulted in the development of the 2020-2023 Strategic Plan. I would like to thank the HEEF staff, LuAnn, Justin, Onieta, Alex, and Deanna for their committed efforts in making this Strategic Plan a reality. Our strategic plan will guide us through the next 3-years; it will allow us to prioritize our goals and objectives to continue to meet our mission.

HEEF always strives to accomplish the set priorities of the five (5) respective standing committees. While working to accomplish these goals, HEEF ensures that they also align with the three goals identified in the Strategic Plan of creating an organizational structure for the future; shaping leadership; and supporting pathways for Hopi in higher education.

As you move forward in 2020 with our resolutions and/or goals, I would encourage you to think about becoming a member of HEEF. As a Board Member, there are great relations built with both fellow board members and donors. The result is gratifying to know that your work helps fund several Hopi students to continue their education. If time is not on your side to volunteer, we always appreciate new and continued donors.

Askwali’
Kim Kahe Corkin
HEEF President
Running for Hopi Education

For Hopi, the term “running is religion” is not an exaggeration. Running is intertwined with Hopi culture and religion. Hopi runners are taught to think and pray for the arrival of clouds that bring moisture to Hopi lands and for strength for people all over the world while they run. Hopi has produced an Olympic medalist and national record-breaking High School Cross Country team. Continuing the tradition of Hopi running, Wayne Sekaquaptewa is training to compete in his 4th Boston Marathon. The Boston Marathon is the oldest annual marathon in the United States and is difficult to qualify for. Sekaquaptewa, a former recipient of Hopi Education Endowment Fund (HEEF) funding, is using the attention from running in the Boston Marathon to raise money for Hopi education. Sekaquaptewa is from Sipaulovi village, is Patki’wungwa (water clan) and a proud father of 2 and husband of 16 years to his wife Felicia.

He states, “our children’s educational dreams are an invaluable source”. He also goes on to say “I want to help raise money for our children’s educational endeavors. I want to help spread the word of the good and noble work that the HEEF does. I believe I can build a platform with the training and running and use it to raise money for the scholarships HEEF funds our Hopi people to pursue education beyond high school”.

Sekaquaptewa is proud of his Hopi traditions and admits that he did not begin running seriously until after high school. His sister, Caroline Sekaquaptewa, was a big influence on him and is also competing in this year's Boston Marathon. Additional motivation for Sekaquaptewa, is his oldest daughter Seniesha, who is attending Eastern Nazarene College and is also being funded by the HEEF. He hopes his efforts will be motivation for other Hopi and American Indian people. “As I see it, our Native communities need as many of our own people to draw inspiration from. We all know about the difficulties our people face, but to see and hear our own people, our own relatives, do extraordinary things to overcome all of that, I believe, will never get old”.

We are proud of Wayne’s past accomplishments and what he is doing now to raise awareness for Hopi education. We will be supporting his efforts by sharing information about the events he is coordinating to raise funds for scholarships. We hope his story will encourage you, to make a donation in the name of his efforts. Askwali/Kwak’kwa!

Due to the outbreak of COVID-19, the Boston Marathon has been postponed to September 14, 2020. Wayne plans to compete, and we plan to support his efforts.

COVID - 19 - A message from our Executive Director

During these challenging times the Hopi Education Endowment Fund (HEEF) is committed to continuing to work to fulfill our mission of “growing and protecting financial resources” for the education of the Hopi people.

Currently, our office in Kykotsmovi, AZ is closed per Hopi Tribal Government Order. The HEEF leadership will continue to follow the guidance of the Hopi Tribal Government and will closely monitor the situation and adjust schedules and operations as needed. Please check our website at www.hopieducationfund.org or the Hopi Tribal website at www.hopi.nsn.us for updated information.

We appreciate your patience and cooperation as we all work to carry forward during these unprecedented times. Be safe and we wish you good health.
Hopi Education Endowment Fund
PO Box 605
Kykotsmovi, AZ 86039
Ph: 928-734-2275
Email: heef@hopieducationfund.org

“The Hopi Education Endowment Fund grows and protects financial resources to provide every Hopi the opportunity to pursue their educational dreams to assure the future of our sinom (people).”

Be sure to follow us on Social Media!

Give Today!

The need for education will continue as years go on and our Hopi sinom (people) depend on donations made to the Hopi Education Endowment Fund for scholarships and community grants. Through our efforts we aim to provide assistance and support through your financial gifts made to the HEEF. With your gift our communities are able to move forward with their educational goals and aspirations.

We value you your continued support even with uncertainties occurring at this time due to the recent COVID-19.

Askwali - Kwa’kwah - Thank you.

Yes, I want to make an impact today!
Charge □ Visa □ Mastercard
Please accept my donation of □$10 □$25 □$50 □Other ______

Card Number: __________________________ Name: __________________________
Expiration Date: __________________________ Address: __________________________
Vcode (3 digits): __________________________ City: ____________ State: ________ Zip: ____________
Signature: __________________________ Date: ____________

Check & Money Orders can be made payable to:
Hopi Education Endowment Fund
PO Box 605
Kykotsmovi, AZ 86039

Online donations can be made at: www.hopieducationfund.org/donate
On behalf of the IMAGINE Grantees and all current and future Hopi students, the HEEF would like to express gratitude to the following donors for their generous support in 2019:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corn Type</th>
<th>Amount Range</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tawaktsi (Sweet Corn)</td>
<td>$10,000 +</td>
<td>Natalie Burt, Patricia Ryan &amp; Terri Hall, Salt River Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kukuma (Purple Corn)</td>
<td>$5,000 - $9,999</td>
<td>APS Corporate Giving, Peabody Western</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palaqa’ō (Red Corn)</td>
<td>$1,000 - $2,499</td>
<td>Don Hunsberger, Kimberly Obrutz, Don Hunsberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sakwapaqa’ō (Blue Corn)</td>
<td>$500 - $999</td>
<td>David W Loomis, LuAnn Leonard, Northern Arizona University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikyaqa’ō (Yellow Corn)</td>
<td>$250 - $499</td>
<td>Elaine &amp; Carl Anderson, Lea McChesney, Cheryl Begay Mizell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pöshumi (Seeds You Plant)</td>
<td>$1 - $249</td>
<td>Barbara Pope, Carroll Onsae, Cassimir Burkat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special Thanks to:
- Alan Halfenger
- Cynthia Hoffmann & John W Ditsler
- Adrian Tanakeyowma
- Amanda Tachine
- Amerind Risk
- Andrea Joshevama
- Barbara Poley
- Bryan Brayboy
- Christoper Appleton
- Daniel Bott Sr.
- David Van Buren
- Diane Humetewa
- Douglas Easterling & Lucinda Brogden
- Ada Wilkinson-Lee
- Adele Pablo
- Adrian Martinez
- Alan Kishbaugh
- Albert Jones
- Alexandra Hoyungowa
- Alyssa Fredericks
- Amanda Cheromiah
- Amber Polevuyama
- Ames Family Trust
- Andrea Sequaptewa
- Anne P Urrea
- Anselm Davis, Jr
- Anthony Urbanovich
- Anthony Walczak
- April Tutt
- Arianna Moreno
- Arlen D Draper
- Arthur & Fern Pruiksma
- Barbara E Hann
- Barbara Hall
- Barbara Jones
- Ada Wilkinson-Lee
- Adele Pablo
- Adrian Martinez
- Alan Kishbaugh
- Albert Jones
- Alexandra Hoyungowa
- Alyssa Fredericks
- Amanda Cheromiah
- Amber Polevuyama
- Ames Family Trust
- Andrea Sequaptewa
- Anne P Urrea
- Anselm Davis, Jr
- Anthony Urbanovich
- Anthony Walczak
- April Tutt
- Arianna Moreno
- Arlen D Draper
- Arthur & Fern Pruiksma
- Barbara E Hann
- Barbara Hall
- Barbara Jones

Thank you to all of our donors for their support!
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Elizabeth Davis
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Frank & Pat Proud
Frank J Stasz
Gae Johnson
Gale Munoz
Gary Tигges
Gary V Leslie
Gayle Burks
Gerald & Jane Natinsky
Gilberto Arismendez
Gillian McManus
Gloria Grover
Gretchen Oh
Hannah McElgunn
Harvey Myron
Heather Olson
Helen Anderson
Holly Allen
Hugh H Barbara E Witemeyer Rev Trust
Irene Weiss
Iva Honyestewa
James Clark
James W & Richard J Schmitt
Jamie B Navenma
Jan Beekley
Jana Wilbricht
Janet Regner
Janice A Johnson
Janice Baldwin
Janie Kewenvoyouma
Jeanne B Baum
Jeanne Hakkila-Willis
Jeanne M Antosiewicz
Jeffrey Heimer
Jeffry K Burne
Jennalyn & Stephan Tellman
Jennifer Roy
Jennifer Tewaheftewa
Jerry L Verdier
Joachim Kothe
Joan Timeche
John & Olivia Fleming
John G Edwards
John Mortensen
John Troutman
Jon Lansa
Jonathan L Clark
Joseph & Joanne Majewski
Joseph & Nancy Mansfield
Joseph Montoya
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Judith Burkhardt
Judy A Zimmel
Judy Griffin & Richard T Ritzul
Julie Altman
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June Watanabe
Justin Hongeva
Justin Secakuku
Karen D Hebler
Karen Pennington
Karl Jim
Kathe & Robert Shinham
Kathleen Whysong
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Kimberly Rogers
Kimberly Soares
Kristin Truse
Laura Juraska & Richar Fochtmann
Laurence Del Rae
Lavaun Dyer
Leara Thompson
Lenore & Jeffrey Rhodes
Linda A Webb
Linda J Secakuku
Linda W Brock
Lizaro & Elaine Rosas
Lonnie King
Lorrie Petersen
Louise Lockard
Lucy Schmeidler
Lyle Ackman
Lynette McCall
Lynnann Yazzie
M A Wolf
Margaret Grace
Maria & Edward Kompare
Maria Wilson
Marissa Adams
Marjorie Kerr
Mark Snyder
Mark Taho
Mark W Thomas
Martha C Brice
Martha Egan
Martin A Clausen
Martin Fido
Mary E Hafertepe
Mary James
Mary Torgoman
Mia Orsi
Michael Adams
Michael Crimminsni
Michael R Stevenson
Monique Tsosie
Morgan Olsen
Myrna Nelson
Nancy Yaiva
Natalie Pool
Nathan Martin
Neal Sobania
Nicholet Parkhurst
Niko Fox
Noraleen Vicent
Norman & Cheryl Minekime
Norman Davies
Padmini Pai
Pamela Stevenson
Pat Lauderdale
Patricia N Haeuser
Patricia Gonzales
Paul S Ferrer
Paul Sakol
Paul Taylor
Paula Elmer
Paula Reynosa
Paula Snow
Pauline & Lee Nathanson
Peggy A Mullaney
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Peter & Leslie Glenn
Peter Chestnut
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Rachael Torres Harla
Rachelle Peterson
Ramona Sverdlof
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Randy V Parr
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Samantha Harris
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Sarah Cox
Scott Ahles
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Shannon LaRanc
Sharon Olsen
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Steven Moore
Steven Peru
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Susan Nayatewa
Susan Urschel
Suzanne Lejeune
Teresa Loeffler
Terri Honani
Tessie Moate
Theodore A Murray, Jr
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Thomas Rocek & Karen Rosenberg
Tim Poole
Tina Waggner
Toby Berman
Todd P & Terri Elliott
Tom & Judy Kelley
Toni E Kinney
Tracy Jernigan
Tracy R Baker
Trevor G Reed
Tyler Stahl
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Valerie Richfield
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Victor & Joanne Chandler
Vince H Alcantar
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Virginia & Charles Sonett
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Vivienne H Dutzar
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William H Taylor
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William E St Clair
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